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Abstract: 

Unusual self-organization of sepiolite fibbers have been found during the synthesis of 

sustainable nanocomposites. These auto-structured networks are synthesized starting with an 

epoxidized linseed oil (ELO), a bio-based hardener of dicarboxylic class and sepiolite fibbers. 

For the first time, the auto-organization of sepiolite fibbers into empty or solid spheres insight 

a bio-based thermoset matrix have been highlighted and synthesized. The influence of the 

thermoset formulation and the sepiolite concentration on self-organization are emphasized. 

The thermomechanical properties of nanocomposites have been investigated highlighting an 

increasing of elastic modulus from 30 to 40 % in the vitreous states and from 25 to 45 % in 

the rubbery state. This peculiar organization and behaviour of sepiolite, similar to that of 

surfactants, is of great interest as fundamental, applicative and industrial level. 

Keywords: sustainable nanocomposites, bio-renewable resources, sepiolite, epoxidized 

vegetable oils, control of dispersion, self-organization 

 
 

1. Introduction 

Sustainable nanocomposites are a recent class of materials that are attracting a strong 

industrial and academic interest. This is largely due to the interest of bio-based resources but 

also to their good mechanical, thermal, electrical and optical properties [1] [2]. Commonly, 
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polymer nanocomposites are made by dispersing inorganic or organic nanoparticles into 

either thermoplastic or thermoset matrix [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. The high value of specific 

surface and the aspect ratio of nanoparticles enhance their interactions with the polymer, and 

permit to modulate the polymer performances [9] [10]. 

In epoxy thermosets chemistry and applications, vegetable oils have been proven theirs ability 

to produce materials with excellent thermomechanical properties [11] [12] [13]. Among all 

vegetable oils from sustainability purposes, our choice was focused on the linseed oil due to 

its high degree of functionalization [14] and its eco-friendly epoxidation process (enzymatic 

pathway) [15] [16]. To expand the carbon bio-based content on organic matrix, the 

epoxidized linseed oil (ELO) was reacted with a bio-based hardener of dicarboxylic class, 

named AcDiC, previously prepared [17] [18]. The choice of this association was motivated 

because of the excellent homogeneity and compatibility between ELO and the hardener 

combined with the non-toxicity of these both monomers.  

Clays as additive for thermoplastic and thermosetting polymers have awakened considerable 

interest in the last decades, with the nano-composites [19] and bio-nanocomposites trend [20] 

[21] [22] [23] [24] [25]. Intercalated platelet clays are largely used and among them, 

montmorillonite and hectorite. The fibrous family clays like palygorskite or sepiolite were 

less employed in the development and applications of clay-based polymer nanocomposites. 

As far as sepiolite/polymer nanocomposites are concerned, only few studies have been 

reported in the literature. Nevertheless, the sepiolite was used to increase the mechanical 

properties as the tensile strength and stiffness of polymers as acrylates [26] [27], polyesters 

[28], epoxies [29] [30] [31], polyethylene [32], polypropylene [33] [34], polyamides [35] 

[36], polyurethanes [37], and biocompatible polymers [38] [39]. 

The sepiolite is a magnesium silicate included in the pseudo-phyllosilicate group. 

Structurally, sepiolite is formed by an alternation of blocks and cavities, forming tunnels and 
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channels (figure 1A), that grow up in the fibber direction. Two tetrahedral silica sheets 

sandwiching a central sheet of magnesium oxide-hydroxide compose each structural sepiolite 

block. The ideal half-unit cell formula of sepiolite is [Mg8Si12O30(OH)4(OH2)4,8H2O]. The 

sepiolite fibber’s surface is covered with silanol groups spaced at around 5 Å and located at 

the edges of the channels. The dimensions of the cross section of sepiolite tunnels are 3.7 Å x 

10.6 Å [40] [41] [42]. 

The sepiolite is extracted from carrier rock and grinded (crushed) by micronization technique. 

Agglomerates sepiolite bundles constitute the obtained sepiolite powder. When this powder is 

dispersed in matrices, isolated state fibbers called "lath" are rare. Even after an effective 

dispersion, they are associated in parallel with each other in the form of "rods" that tend to be 

organized almost parallel to form bundles (figure 1B). The size of the unitary fibber (lath) is 

around 15 nm × 30 nm × 500-5000 nm.  

The sepiolite has several peculiarities that make it a very original filler. Firstly, its fibrous 

state gives it, from very low concentrations, specific rheological [29] and hydrotropic 

behaviours, an ability to achieve percolation effects and therefore a strengthening [26] [29] 

[35] [43] [44] [45] and finally a tendency to associate in aqueous and non-aqueous media [46] 

[47]. Secondly, the presence of many surface silanol groups makes surface modifications easy 

and efficient to adapt the clay to many environments [27]. Finally, the existence of micro, 

meso- and macropores allows incorporation of organic molecules such as dyes, drugs, 

antifungals or other active molecules [27] [48] [49].  
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Figure 1. A) Schematic presentation of individualized sepiolite fibbers (LATH). B) Types of arrangement 
of sepiolite fibbers. “C axis” is the axis on the length of the fibber 
 

Due to these properties, the control of the sepiolite organization inside the polymer matrix 

could be of great interest to provide nanometric control of materials and devices. However, 

the performances of nano-composites are related to the ability to well disperse the fillers and 

to control their distribution and organization insight the organic matrix. The introduction of 

natural nanofillers in the epoxy matrix will allow realizing fully non-toxic and sustainable 

organic-inorganic hybrid nanomaterials. Furthermore, our study is oriented to the control of 

the size, organization, dispersion and distribution of sepiolite into the bio-based thermoset. 

Firstly, the sepiolite’s dispersion into ELO homopolymer was studied. The efficiency of high 

shear mixing (UT) and high energy mixing (US) were used and compared in order to identify 

the process allowing to isolate the sepiolite fibbers in bundles and rods. Secondly, the same 

investigation was conducted on ELO/AcDiC copolymerization system. The addition of an 

initiator of copolymerization reaction was employed in this case. The obtained 

microstructures were characterized by transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) for all 

synthesized nanocomposites. The thermomechanical properties of ELO/AcDiC/sepiolite 

nanocomposites were also evaluated by dynamic mechanical (DMA) and thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA). 

 

2. Materials and method 

LATH (unitary fiber)

BUNDLE (RODS and LATHS 
grouped more or less parralel

to the C axis of the fibers)

ROD: Laths associated parallel 
to the C axis of the fibers 

A B 
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2.1. Materials  

A commercially available bio-based epoxy monomer was obtained from Akcros Chemicals 

Ltd (current Valtris). It is an epoxidized linseed oil (ELO) (figure 2) that is a viscous-liquid (~ 

1.2 Pa.s-1 at 25 °C). ELO has a molecular weight of about 980 g.mol-1 and contains about 5.5 

epoxy groups per triglyceride, on average. 2-methylimidazole (2-MI), with 99 % purity and 

supplied from Sigma-Aldrich, was used as crosslinking initiator. Sepiolite S9 was provided by 

TOLSA. A laboratory made bio-based crosslinking agent (the propylene glycol dimaleate), 

named AcDiC (figure 2) was used to cure ELO[17] [18]. 

  

 
ELO 

 

 

 

 
AcDiC 

Figure 2: Chemical structure of epoxy monomer (ELO) and hardener (AcDiC) 

 

 

2.2. Sepiolite and nanocomposites preparation 

2.2.1 Sepiolite pre-treatment 

To optimize its dispersion insight the organic matrix, the sepiolite was pre-treated in order to 

better separate the fibbers, prior to its mixing with the ELO based systems. For this, the 

sepiolite has been firstly dispersed in water by sonication. A suspension of 2 % of sepiolite 

powder was mechanically treated by sonication in water with the help of a high power ultra-

sonication (US) waves (BIOBLOCK 20 kHz – 750 W, microprobe 3 mm for 10 min). The 

obtained suspension was then dried at 110 °C and the resulting clay was grinded to form the 
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pre-sonicated sepiolite powder. In this work, all nanocomposites were synthesized from this 

pre-sonicated sepiolite (PS).  

 

2.2.2 Protocol of the sepiolite dispersion in neat ELO monomer  

The PS sepiolite was dispersed at room temperature insight the neat ELO monomer by 

ultrasonication (US) (BIOBLOCK 20 kHz – 750 W) or by high shear mixing with ultraturrax 

(UT) (Ultraturrax® T-25). Dispersion conditions of the US and the UT pathways are shown in 

figure 3. The comparison between the two pathways is interesting as the energy provided for 

each technique is different (higher energy provided by US pathway). The idea is to highlight 

the effect of this energy of mixing on the quality of the sepiolite dispersion and on the final 

composites morphologies.  

The resulting ELO/sepiolite suspensions provided great stability (any dephasing or 

sedimentation) over the time (several weeks) for the both dispersion pathways.  

 

 
Figure 3. Photos showing the dispersion of sepiolite (1 % w/w) into ELO at room temperature by ultra-
sonication (US) or by ultra-turrax (UT)  

 

2.2.3 Sepiolite/neat ELO homopolymer (primary nanocomposites) 

As ELO provides homopolymerization [18], the sepiolite was firstly dispersed into the ELO 

in order to compare their compatibility. 1 % weight of PS sepiolite was dispersed insight the 

neat ELO monomer by US and UT pathway following the previously detailed protocol 
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(Figure 3). Once the dispersion achieved, the homopolymerization was carried out at 180 °C 

for 24 hours. The resulting materials are defined as primary nanocomposites. 

 

2.2.4 Nanocomposites synthesized with sepiolite and all reactant compounds of the epoxy 

resin (ELO, AcDiC and 2-MI initiator) (secondary nanocomposites) 

Freshly ELO/sepiolite suspensions dispersed by US or UT pathway (Figure 3) were mixed 

during few minutes by magnetic stirring at 60 °C with AcDiC hardener and 1 % weight of 2-

MI initiator. The mixtures have been formulated with a R ratio of 0.8 (R = AcDiC carboxylic 

acid groups/ELO epoxy groups). It is to note that a functional R ratio of 0.8 between ELO and 

AcDiC corresponds to a mass ratio of 50/50 w/w. The formulations were then cured 30 

minutes at 150 °C and the post-curing was done during 30 minutes at 180 °C. The resulting 

materials are defined as secondary nanocomposites. 

All sepiolite percentages of primary and secondary synthesized nanocomposites discussed 

below are expressed in mass ratio (wt. %). 

 

2.3. Experimental techniques 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to study the contribution of sepiolite’s pre-

treatment. The SEM examinations were performed with a JEOL (6700F). Before the 

observation, samples were gold sputtered. 

The morphologies of sepiolite nanocomposites were investigated by Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM) at the Microscopy Center of University Nice Sophia Antipolis using a 

JEOL 1400. The samples were previously cut with the help of an ultra-microtome RMC 

power tome (~ 100 nm thick). 

The dynamic mechanical properties were determined on a Triton Technology DMA equipped 

with STAR© software for curve analysis. The DMA was operated in traction mode with 
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sample dimensions of 15mm (length) x 4.5mm (width) x 1.5mm (thickness). Elastic modulus 

values (E’) and damping factors (tan δ) were collected at 2 °C.min-1 heating rate from -20 to 

80 °C and 1 Hz frequency. The glass transition temperature (Tα) was assigned at the 

maximum of damping factor (tan δ = E’/E’’). 

Thermogravimetric measurements (TGA) were conducted on a TGA 851e from Mettler-

Toledo. The microbalance has a precision of ±0.1 μg. In order to evaluate the thermal stability 

of final materials, samples of about 15 mg were placed into 70 μL alumina pans. The 

measurements were performed at 10 °C.min-1 heating rate from 50 to 700 °C under 50 

mL.min−1 air flow. 

3. Results and interpretations 

3.1 The advantage of pre-sonication process 

As the ultra-sonication is not very effective in the ELO because of its viscosity (~ 1.2 Pa.s-1 at 

25 °C), the sepiolite was firstly sonicated in water to transform the maximum of massive 

aggregates in small bundles and rods (Figure 4). The ultra-sonication is very effective in 

water because of its low viscosity and high volume pressure. Figure 4A and Figure 4B show 

SEM micrographs of dried sepiolite observed before and after the sonication process. The 

large aggregates were broken to favour the formation of small bundles, rods and laths (Figure 

4B). This pre-treatment is therefore necessary to efficiently disperse the sepiolite in the epoxy 

matrix. The PS sepiolite fibbers behaviour was determined into neat ELO (primary 

nanocomposites) or within the all resin compounds (secondary nanocomposites).  
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Figure 4: SEM micrographs of A) fibber massive aggregates of the virgin sepiolite. B) dispersed fibbers 
rods of sepiolite after the pre-sonication process of the sepiolite (PS sepiolite)  
 

3.2. Primary nanocomposites synthesized from ELO/PS sepiolite  

Samples with 1 % of PS sepiolite in neat ELO were homopolymerized (without AcDiC and 2-

MI) to study their direct interaction and compatibility. Figure 5 displays the TEM 

micrographs of 1 % samples elaborated with UT pathway (Figure 5A) and US pathway 

(Figure 5B). Bundles together with some rods with an average distribution are observed for 

UT mixed samples (Figure 5A). A better dispersion of rods and the presence of some bundles 

are is observed for sonicated samples (Figure 5B). As a result, the dispersion of PS sepiolite 

by US or UT pathway in ELO homopolymer allows obtaining a good dispersion and 

distributions of sepiolite fibbers rods without its surface modification or the help of additives. 

ELO and fibbers seem enough compatible to allow fibbers isolation.  
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Figure 5. TEM nanocomposites micrographs of primary nanocomposites (ELO with 1 % of PS sepiolite) 

from A) UT and B) US pathway 
 

3.3. Secondary nanocomposites 

3.3.1. Secondary nanocomposites obtained by US pathway 

The Figure 6 shows the visual appearance of secondary nanocomposites (i.e. when the 

sepiolite is cured with all reactant compounds of the epoxy resin). This figure shows an 

increase of opacity with the increase of the sepiolite percentage. 

 

Figure 6. Visual aspect of secondary nanocomposites synthesized by US pathway. From left to right: 
reference thermoset (0 % of sepiolite), then nanocomposites with 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 % of sepiolite 
 

Figure 7 shows TEM micrographs of the secondary nanocomposite synthesized with 1 % of 

PS sepiolite from US pathway. We can observe in this figure several large circles (discoid) of 

micrometric size, constituted of sepiolite fibbers distributed on a border with organic matrix 
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inside and outside. The internal and external part of the sphere is constituted of epoxy resin. 

The micrographs show the presence of thin polymer thickness between rods fibbers and large 

polymer regions between rod fibbers groups that compose the sphere border contour (Figure 

7D). Numerous regions full of polymer and empty of fibbers suggest that the ELO and AcDiC 

molecules are free to mix before polymerizing (Figure 7D). We can evoke that in ELO the 

sepiolite rods were well dispersed and distributed (Figure 5B). Then, the presence of the 

AcDiC and the 2-MI implies a drastic reorganization of sepiolite. This association has been 

formed during the ELO/AcDiC mixing step, the rods fibbers organizing in spheroid 

structures. Figure 7C and Figure 7D show the aggregation of these spheres toward larger 

spheroid structures. The analysis of a secondary nanocomposite with 0.5 % of PS sepiolite 

dispersed via US pathway has conducted to the same observation with the formation of 

sepiolite empty spheres, which are smaller in this case. 

 
Figure 7: TEM micrographs of secondary nanocomposite synthesized from US pathway with 1 % of PS 
sepiolite: A) isolated spheroids, B) spheres in contact, C) sphere aggregates, D) sepiolite organization in the 
membrane at high magnification 
 
By the same protocol a 2 % PS sepiolite secondary nanocomposite was produced. Figure 8 shows 

TEM micrographs of the resulting material. Numerous isolated rods and bundles that have a tendency 

to associate are observed. Spheroids are minority structures (Figure 8B). The previous fibbers 

organization seems to be impeded. This can be related to the specificity of fibbers dispersion: the 

fibbers suspension behaviour is related to regime of volume fraction. The sepiolite fibbers present a 

special behaviour in diluted (free to move), semi diluted (rotation in a single plane) and concentrated 
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(strong constraint) suspensions. In this nanocomposite, the constraints between rods fibbers can block 

theirs mobility of the fibbers and consequently theirs reorganization. Then, the formation of 

nanocomposites with homogeneously dispersed and distributed fibbers is favoured. These constraints 

imply an increase of viscosity that stabilizes the sepiolite in suspension during crosslinking. 

 
Figure 8: TEM micrograph of secondary nanocomposite synthesized from US pathway with 2 % of PS 
sepiolite 
 
 We propose three hypotheses for the mechanism of formation of these circles constituted by a 

phase rich in sepiolite and poor in resin. i) Firstly, the very thin polymer membranes rich in 

sepiolite are developed during polymerization; these membranes are forming spheres to 

minimize surface energy. ii) Another mechanism could be the association of fibbers at the 

interfaces of two different phases created during the addition step of AcDiC and 2-MI in the 

ELO/sepiolite suspension. The location of sepiolite at interface is known to be favoured if 

phase separation occurs. In literature, fibers as sepiolite or carbon nanotubes are sometimes 

partially or totally located at the interface of two immiscible components (REF), usually this 

organization is stabilized by this interface and the presence of the two phases is detected 

which is not the case here. The clay/resin interactions could have blocked the structure while 

ELO and AcDiC slowly become homogeneous and polymerize. The structure is related to 

memory form of sepiolite organization iii) The third hypothesis is the formation of clusters 

during the formation of 3D network assembly during crosslinking, specific for the epoxy 
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thermosets evolution. More dense regions characteristics of bridging between polymers 

chains growth in the 3D directions are generating triglyceride clusters. The sepiolite fibbers 

are excluded from these reacting regions through the surface of clusters, designing the spheres 

observed in TEM micrographs. 

All these mechanisms are observed possible only if the fibbers are free to move, that means 

for low sepiolite concentration. When the sepiolite concentration increases, the self-

organization conditions are modified and the sepiolite dispersion looks like its organization in 

neat ELO. In order to clarify this mechanism, a rheological study of these systems is in 

progress. 

 
3.3.2. Secondary nanocomposites obtained by UT pathway  

Figure 9 shows a 1 % PS sepiolite secondary nanocomposite formulated by UT pathway. The 

large full circles of fibbers relate in 3D to sepiolite full spheroids. The spheres are constituted 

of bundles (rods quasi parallel arranged) dispersed into the sphere bulk. The sphere sizes vary 

from 2 µm up to 20-30 µm. Compared to the primary nanocomposites resulting from UT 

dispersion (Figure 5A), there is a drastic change in the fibber distribution. We can observe 

domains without any fibbers out of the spheroids. However, this sepiolite dispersion into the 

spheres is similar to the UT pathway primary nanocomposite with a low increase of the 

bundle density (Figure 9 versus Figure 5A). The analysis of the same system with 0.5 or 2 % 

of PS sepiolite leads to the same observation with the formation of sepiolite full spheres (table 

1) which are larger with the increasing percentage. From 2 % in sepiolite some bundles are 

present out of the spheroids. 
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Figure 9: TEM micrographs of secondary nanocomposite synthesized from UT pathway with 1 % of PS 
sepiolite  
 

 

Table 1. Sepiolite organization in nanocomposites made with secondary nanocomposites. Influence of 
dispersion technique and PS sepiolite percentage 

  Sepiolite organization 
 
 
 

Dispersion  
pathway 

 
 
 

Mass of 
sepiolite 

(%) 

Well distributed 
isolated fibbers 

Full spheroid 
 

Empty spheroid 

   
 0.5  X  

Ultra-turrax (UT) 1  X  
 2  X  
 0.5   X 

Ultrasonication 
(US) 

1   X 

 2 X   
 

The sepiolite reorganization depends not only on the interactions ELO/sepiolite, 

AcDiC/sepiolite, and 2-MI/sepiolite but also on the energy afforded for mixing. Magnetic 

stirring associated with the heating up to 60 °C is the normal process used to obtain 

homogeneous ELO/AcDiC/2-MI suspensions [18]. We suppose that in this case, the energy is 

sufficient to homogenize ELO and AcDiC but not necessary to disperse the large bundles of 

sepiolite in the whole matrix. The bundles obtained by UT dispersion tend to associate in 

ELO or in AcDiC during the phase separation observed at the beginning of the ELO/AcDiC 
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mix. This association is restricted because of a certain concentration of fibbers, the acicular 

form of the bundles blocking the reorganization.  

To conclude, the sepiolite organization is affected and the distribution is completely changed. 

The stability of the fibber organization during the polymerization process supposes strong 

interactions between sepiolite and ELO. Thus, it is not being excluded that the sepiolite 

influences the polymerization state in the spheres.  

The observed dispersions are very different that has been reported in the literature [26] [27] 

[29] [50] [51]. Furthermore, the difference in the sepiolite organization in the nanocomposites 

obtained with secondary nanocomposites is directly related to the sepiolite dispersion 

technique applied in ELO. The large bundles present in the UT primary nanocomposites 

(Figure 5A) lead to filled sepiolite spheres (Figure 9) while the small bundles rods present in 

the US primary nanocomposites (Figure 5B) lead to empty spheres (Figure 8). When the 

ELO/sepiolite suspension and the AcDiC are mixed and homogenized, the large bundles 

conserve a similar organization while the smaller bundles rods are kept away from the ELO 

and AcDiC mixtures and self-associate into a spheroid configuration.  

What draws attention in these results is the unusual behaviour of sepiolite in ELO based 

system. Self-organizations into spheres (liposomes, vesicles, emulsions, micelles) are strongly 

related to the HLB (Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Balance) ratio and the surfactant geometry. The 

self-organization of solid particles is described as depending on the concentration, the 

temperature, the formulation but also the size and wettability of these particles [52]. 

Wettability of sepiolite is related to hydrophilic Mg(OH2)2 groups in external channels and 

silanol groups on the side of hydrophobic talc-like ribbons (Figure 1A) [53]. This provides a 

hydrophilic/hydrophobic character of the sepiolite surface that is in contact with ELO. Thus, 

modifications on the surface will produce a change of organic matrix versus sepiolite 

interactions and their interfacial adsorption.  
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3.4. Thermomechanical properties of secondary nanocomposites 

The thermal stability of synthesized nanocomposites was evaluated by TGA. Thermograms of 

nanocomposites containing PS sepiolite dispersed from US and UT pathways are displayed in 

Figure 10. The thermogram of an unfilled polymer was also included for comparison. The 

T10% values (see insert of Figure 10A and Figure 10B) of nanocomposites are slightly lower 

than the T10% unfilled polymer. Thus, the addition up to 2 % of sepiolite (with the different 

resulting dispersions) has no significant effect on the thermal stability of the epoxy 

nanocomposites with a thermal stability more than 300 °C. This tendency is in agreement 

with other epoxy/sepiolite systems [30] [31] [50] [51]. The bigger T10% difference is observed 

for the nanocomposite with 2 % PS sepiolite dispersed by UT. This would be due to a greater 

distribution of the sepiolite fibbers caused by the formation of larger spheres. 
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Figure 10: Thermal stability of different nanocomposites synthesized with 0.5, 1 and 2 % of PS 

sepiolite and dispersed by a) US or b) UT route. Insert: T10% zoom. An unfilled polymer is added for 

comparison. 

 

The Figure 11 exhibits the elastic moduli (in solid lines) and damping factors (tan δ) (in 

dotted lines) of nanocomposites dispersed by US and UT pathways. The DMA of an unfilled 

polymer was also included for comparison. The addition of sepiolite induces some 

modifications in the mechanical behaviour as the increasing of the elastic modulus from 30 to 

40 % in the vitreous states and from 25 to 45 % in the rubbery state following the two 

dispersion pathways. This result is in agreement with other epoxy/sepiolite systems [29]  [31]  

[51] due to the rigidity of sepiolite fibbers. E’ moduli also show a drop of about two decades 

around the room temperature for all the systems. This decrease is attributed to the cooperative 

α-relaxation process of polymer chains, commonly associated with the glass transition (Tα). 

The resulting tan δ peak’s height of this relaxation can also be directly correlated to the 

stiffness of systems. These curves show lower peak heights of all nanocomposites compared 

to the unfilled polymer and confirm the reinforcement of the organic matrix in presence of 

sepiolite.  

The glass transition (Tα) of materials was assigned at the maximum of tan δ curves. As 

observed in Figure 11, the Tα of the unfilled polymer (Tα = 41 °C) is slightly higher than that 
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of all nanocomposites (30 °C < Tα > 34 °C). The sepiolite is known to modify the Tα value of 

the materials [29] [30] [31]. This decrease in Tα values could be explained because of the 

surface of the sepiolite is not functionalized [51] or linked to the organic network by covalent 

bonds. Thus, the intercalated fibbers between polymer chains may decrease the crosslink 

density of the organic matrix  [54]  by the decreasing of chemical reactions (esterifications, 

etherification or homopolymerization [55]) that are commonly observed in epoxy resin 

systems during the polymerization. The decrease of the degree of crosslinking could also be 

enhanced by the forms of sepiolite (in sphere full or empty), as already mentioned. 

To sum up, the addition of sepiolite, and the different observed dispersion of its fillers, has a 

little effect on the thermal stability and the Tα values of the materials. However, this natural 

clay allows to significantly increase the modulus in both vitreous and rubbery state. 
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Figure 11: Mechanical behaviour as a function of temperature of secondary nanocomposites 

synthesized from 0.5, 1 and 2 % of PS sepiolite and dispersed by a) US and b) UT route. An unfilled 

polymer is added for comparison. 

 

 
4. Conclusions 

In this work, we have shown that it is possible to control and optimize the dispersion state of 

inorganic nanofiller into bio-based epoxy matrix without need to improve their interactions by 

adding chemical modification of the filler. Under certain conditions still to be deepened, the 

sepiolite behaves as a surfactant during the synthesis of the polymer based on ELO. 

Depending on the dispersion techniques, we obtained in a reproducible way i) large full or ii) 

empty spheroids of sepiolite fibbers, well dispersed and distributed.  

The highlighted uncommon dispersions have no significant impact on the thermomechanical 

properties and thermal stabilities of final nanocomposites. However, the addition of sepiolite 

provokes an increasing of E’ modulus up to 40 – 45 % in both vitreous and rubbery state 

following the two dispersion pathways. 

To conclude, the hydrophilic/hydrophobic character of sepiolite, its very important specific 

surface area and its fibbers dimensions greatly influences their mixing, dispersing and 

distributing behaviour. Thus, numerous organizations are possible, that can imply a very 

works are in progress to better specify this interesting optical and rheological behaviour.  
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